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Abstract
This paper is part of a series of methodological guidance from the Cochrane Rapid Reviews Methods Group. Rapid reviews (RRs) use modified systematic review methods to accelerate the review process while maintaining systematic, transparent and reproducible methods. This paper addresses considerations for rating the certainty of evidence (COE) in RRs. We recommend the full implementation of GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) for Cochrane RRs if time and resources allow.

If time or other resources do not permit the full implementation of GRADE, the following recommendations can be considered: (1) limit rating COE to the main intervention and comparator and limit the number of outcomes to critical benefits and harms; (2) if a literature review or a Delphi approach to rate the importance of outcomes is not feasible, rely on informal judgements of knowledge users, topic experts or team members; (3) replace independent rating of the COE by two reviewers with single-reviewer rating and verification by a second reviewer and (4) if effect estimates of a well-conducted systematic review are incorporated into an RR, use existing COE grades from such a review. We advise against changing the definition of COE or the domains considered part of the GRADE approach for RRs.

Introduction
This paper is part of a series from the Cochrane Rapid Reviews Methods Group providing methodological guidance for rapid reviews (RRs). In recent years, RRs have become a widely used type of knowledge synthesis to support urgent, time-sensitive decisions. An RR is a type of evidence synthesis that brings together and summarises information from different research studies to produce evidence for people such as the public, researchers, policy makers and funders in a systematic, resource-efficient manner. RRs apply modified systematic review methods to accelerate the review process and complete a review rapidly while maintaining systematic, transparent and reproducible methods.

Assessments of the trustworthiness of available evidence and confidence in effect estimates are key components of any evidence synthesis, including RRs. The goal is to provide knowledge users with transparent, well-reasoned judgements about reviewers’ confidence in the evidence underpinning the effects of interventions. Researchers have proposed various methods to assess the certainty of a body of evidence. For systematic reviews, Cochrane recommends the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach, which uses the term certainty of evidence (COE; also known as quality or strength of evidence) to describe the level of confidence that investigators have in the estimates of treatment effects. Internationally, GRADE has become the most widely adopted tool for rating COE because it requires transparent and explicit judgements by reviewers. In addition, the GRADE Working Group provides...
Table 1  Recommendations for rating the certainty of evidence for rapid reviews (RRs)

| General recommendations to increase efficiency | Focus on interventions, comparators and outcomes most relevant to knowledge users and people who live with the condition. Outcomes should include benefits and harms. |
| Recommendations to maintain consistency with GRADE | Do not modify the definition of COE or the domains that determine the COE for an outcome when using GRADE |
| Recommendations to accelerate GRADE application | GRADE recommends a literature review or a Delphi-like approach involving knowledge users and people with the condition to rate the importance of outcomes that are most important for decision making. If a literature review or a formal Delphi are not feasible, use informal judgements of knowledge users, topic experts (including people who live with the condition), or internal team members to prioritise the outcomes to be graded. GRADE recommends rating the COE of the seven most important outcomes representing benefits and harms. To accelerate the process, consider rating fewer than seven outcomes. GRADE guidance recommends that two reviewers independently rate the COE and then agree on a final rating. To accelerate the process, consider using a single reviewer to rate the certainty of evidence, and verify all decisions (and footnoted rationales) by a second reviewer. |
| Recommendations when using an existing systematic review or network meta-analysis | If effect estimates of a well-conducted systematic review, meta-analysis, or network meta-analysis are incorporated to address parts of a key question of the RR, we advise using existing COE grades from such reviews. For network meta-analyses, GRADE recommends rating the COE for direct and indirect estimates separately. To accelerate the process, rate only the COE of the direct estimate. If there is incoherence with the indirect estimate, further downrate. If a network meta-analysis presents only indirect estimates, rate the COE and then further downgrade for indirectness. |

COE, certainty of evidence; GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation.

extensive training resources and GRADEpro (https://wwwGRADEpro.org), an open-access software tool, which helps author teams apply GRADE in a standardised manner. For these reasons, the Cochrane Rapid Reviews Methods Group also recommends using GRADE for rating the COE in RR products.

This paper presents considerations and recommendations on how to accelerate COE rating for RRs of interventions. It elaborates on the brief guidance by the Cochrane Rapid Reviews Methods Group and its update and provides more detailed recommendations on how rating the confidence in treatment effects can be accelerated when conducting RRs. Because RRs vary in scope and timelines, these recommendations should be viewed as guidance, which can be used when time or other resource constraints do not allow the full implementation of GRADE for COE. Our recommendations pertain primarily to the process of how GRADE is applied and not to the GRADE approach itself.

In the following sections, we start with general considerations on improving efficiency when rating COE for RRs and then list the GRADE processes that should remain unchanged to maintain consistency with the general GRADE approach. We then describe ways to accelerate the application of GRADE and discuss those cases that use existing systematic reviews or network meta-analyses (NMA) to inform GRADE assessments.

It is important to emphasise, however, that if time and other resources permit, we encourage investigators conducting RRs to use the full GRADE approach as recommended for Cochrane systematic reviews. Table 1 provides an overview of recommendations; the following sections discuss each recommendation in more detail.

General considerations about increasing efficiency when rating the COE

As outlined in paper 1 of this series, reviewers conducting RRs should work closely with knowledge users to refine research questions, develop inclusion and exclusion criteria, and identify comparisons and outcomes of interest. Involving knowledge users is particularly relevant for rating the COE because the choice of interventions, comparators and outcomes determines the framework for rating the COE. Knowledge users can help reviewers choose interventions, comparators and outcomes that are most important for decision making, thereby limiting the number of outcomes that need to be graded. Paper 1 of this series discusses the best ways to engage knowledge users.

We also recommend using GRADEpro, an open-access software tool for rating the COE in RRs. GRADEpro helps investigators apply GRADE in a standardised manner, automatically saves data and provides various output styles for Summary of Findings tables, thereby improving the efficiency of production of the review. GRADEpro might not be relevant if reviewers adopt COE assessments from well conducted, existent systematic reviews that are incorporated into an RR.

Recommendations to maintain consistency with GRADE

To save time when rating the COE, authors of RRs sometimes modify GRADE. For example, authors may rate the COE on a study-level across all outcomes, merge the categories ‘low’ and ‘very low’ into a single category, or withhold information that offers insight into their decisions to uprate or downrate evidence. GRADE, however, has become an internationally established system that many investigators and stakeholders are familiar with and can interpret. Therefore, we recommend that the following four attributes of GRADE should not be changed when using GRADE for RRs:

1. The definition of COE, including the recommended number of categories (grades) expressing COE.
2. The domains that determine the COE of an outcome.
3. The approach that COE is assessed at an outcome level and not at the study level for a given intervention and comparator.
4. The use of Summary of Findings tables (and Evidence Profiles) with explanatory footnotes to ensure transparency in the domain judgements used to generate the COE.
Table 2  GRADE approach to rating the certainty of evidence12 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRADE categories of certainty of evidence</th>
<th>Domains that can reduce the COE</th>
<th>Domains that can increase the COE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>► Limitations in study design and execution</td>
<td>► Dose-response gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Inconsistency in results</td>
<td>► Large magnitude of effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Indirectness of evidence (PICO and applicability)</td>
<td>► All plausible confounding would reduce the demonstrated effect or increase the effect if no effect was observed*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Imprecision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Publication bias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This domain becomes part of the ‘limitations in study design and execution’ domain if Risk Of Bias In Non-randomised Studies of Interventions is used to assess risk of bias. COE, certainty of evidence; GRADE, Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation; PICO, population-intervention-control-outcome.

**Definition and grades of COE**

For authors of systematic reviews, GRADE defines COE as ‘the extent to which we are confident that an estimate of the effect is correct’.12 This definition assumes that the true effect lies within a particular range of the estimated effect (usually the confidence or credible interval).13 Although COE represents a continuum, GRADE uses four categories of COE (see table 2).

**Domains that determine the COE**

GRADE distinguishes between randomised and non-randomised studies contributing to a body of evidence. Randomised trials start at high COE and non-randomised studies at low COE. When using ROBINS-I (Risk Of Bias In Non-randomised Studies of Interventions)13 as a tool to assess the risk of bias of non-randomised studies, both randomised and non-randomised studies start at high COE.14 GRADE takes five domains into consideration that can lower COE ratings and three domains that can increase COE ratings (two domains if ROBINS-I is used, see table 2).14 We recommend that these domains remain unchanged when reviewers apply GRADE because the domains are interlinked. Modifications may confuse users of evidence syntheses15 who are familiar with the GRADE approach.

**Rating the COE at an outcome level**

GRADE assesses the trustworthiness of the available evidence separately for individual outcomes because the COE may differ from one outcome to another within the same body of evidence. We recommend keeping this approach because it provides the necessary granularity for guideline panels and decision-makers who need to consider individual outcomes critical for decision making.

**Summary of Findings tables with footnotes**

Evidence profiles are the backbone of Summary of Findings tables. They provide a concise presentation of key information needed by users of RRs to inform decisions.16 17 A Summary of Findings table includes the same information as an evidence profile but is intended for a knowledge user audience.18 Authors produce an evidence profile that they then transform into a Summary of Findings table, often by using the GRADEpro software.9 For each outcome within a given intervention/control comparison, Summary of Findings tables provide information about the number of studies and participants, a measure of the control group risk (or a mean value for a continuous outcome), relative and absolute effect estimates with the intervention, and the COE for each outcome. Explanatory footnotes summarise reasons for downrating or uprating the COE. We recommend that investigators conducting RRs present results in Summary of Findings tables for the most important comparisons because the uniform nature of these tables has high familiarity for knowledge users. Additionally, explanatory footnotes enhance the transparency of COE rating judgements.

**Recommendations to accelerate GRADE application**

**Selecting outcomes and rating their importance for decision making**

The workload for investigators rating the COE is largely determined by the number of outcomes that are rated for each comparison of interest. Because not all comparisons and outcomes are equally important for decision making and rating the COE can be labour-intensive, prioritising which comparisons and outcomes are most important for decision making is crucial for the efficiency of an RR. Any RR should be based on a research protocol in which comparisons and outcomes of interest are prespecified. Involving knowledge users can help determine the most important comparisons.13 For example, in an RR assessing the efficacy and risk of harms of novel treatments for COVID-19, comparisons with placebo might be more important than comparisons with other active treatments, even if both are included in an RR.

Likewise, not all outcomes of interest are equally important for decision-making. Ideally, expert panels, knowledge users, people living with the condition or consumer representatives would identify the relative importance of outcomes using a Delphi approach or other methods to reach consensus.19 Alternatively, GRADE recommends conducting a literature review of studies that assessed the importance of outcomes for decision making. Because of the time-sensitive nature of RRs, such formal methods are often not possible. As an alternative for RRs, we advise to rely on judgements of knowledge users, topic experts (including people living with the condition), or team members to prioritise outcomes and select those that are most important for decision making (and which subsequently should be graded). The GRADE-suggested approach of using a numerical scale from 1 to 9 (7 to 9—critical; 4 to 6—important; 1 to 3—of limited importance) can still be used.19 Such ratings can be implemented quickly with online survey tools.
For systematic reviews, GRADE guidance recommends choosing no more than seven outcomes (a pragmatic suggestion based on the collective experience of the GRADE Working Group) for which reviewers rate the COE. These can include outcomes that were regarded as critical or important for decision making. For RRs, reviewers may wish to limit further the number of outcomes with a focus on those most important for decision making. For example, if appropriate, outcomes for rating could be limited to the two most important outcomes reflecting benefits and the two most important outcomes reflecting harms. Regardless of the number of outcomes reviewers choose to rate the COE, the choice should reflect both beneficial and harmful effects of a given intervention or management strategy. Another way that can help restrict the number of outcomes is to include only outcomes critical for decision making, and not outcomes rated as simply important for decision making, if both benefits and harms have been addressed. However, this may not be feasible if many outcomes are deemed critical. Sometimes choosing broader, more general outcomes can be efficient for RRs. For example, rating the proportion of study participants who experienced adverse events might be a more efficient choice than rating the COE of individual, specific adverse events. It is also important to keep in mind that outcomes which reviewers do not rate, can still be included in the review.

**Applying GRADE and quality assurance**

GRADE guidance recommends that two reviewers independently assess the COE of each relevant outcome. In case of differences in judgments regarding the uprating or downrating of individual domains that determine the COE, investigators need to achieve consensus by discussion or involve a third reviewer to obtain a consensus. For RRs subjected to time constraints, we recommend that a single reviewer conducts COE ratings. A second, senior reviewer with experience or formal training in rating COE, should then check the rating decisions and their rationale.

For example, after a single investigator has finished COE ratings in GRADEpro, the second investigator should review rating decisions and explanations for uprating or downrating by ensuring that these decisions align with current GRADE guidance but without assessing the underlying evidence for each outcome. An important prerequisite for this approach is that both first and second reviewers have experience with GRADE. The first reviewer needs to provide a clear rationale for each decision to up- or downrate the COE so that the second reviewer can assess the rationale for these decisions. The best way to provide this type of transparency is to use explanatory footnotes (see the Summary of Findings tables section). Well-formulated explanatory footnotes provide clarity and support the understanding of COE judgements.

**Recommendations when using existing systematic reviews or NMA**

One approach to RR production is to include and, if necessary, update existing systematic reviews that address parts of a key question of the RR. For example, an existing systematic review might address the benefits and harms of one of several interventions of interest. If such a review is methodologically robust and used GRADE, results and COE can be considered for use in the RR. Choosing the best review can be challenging if several existing systematic reviews are available. Paper 4 of this series addresses how to deal with multiple existing reviews that could potentially be included in an RR. If literature searches of an existing review need to be updated, grades of COE might need to be revised. Paper 2 of this series addresses how literature searches of existing reviews can be updated efficiently.

A special case of using existing systematic reviews includes NMA. They are an increasingly common analytic tool when direct comparison evidence is sparse or missing. NMAs derive statistical effect estimates from direct (ie, from studies with direct head-to-head comparisons) and indirect (ie, using studies with a common comparison) evidence. An NMA often compares the efficacy and safety of multiple interventions, sometimes rendering dozens of comparisons. GRADE recommends a four-step approach to rating the COE of results from NMAs: (1) present the direct and indirect estimates of effect for the comparison, (2) rate the COE of both of these estimates, (3) present the network estimate for the comparison, and (4) rate the COE of the network estimate, based on the ratings of the direct and indirect estimates and the assessment of coherence (ie, extent of similarity of direct and indirect estimates). Overall, this approach can become a labour-intensive task if the number of comparisons is large. In a best-case scenario, a published NMA already rates the COE following GRADE guidance. In such situations, we recommend using the COE grades from the published NMA if authors adhered to GRADE guidance, just as for any methodologically robust systematic review. If authors of the NMA, however, did not rate the COE or did not follow GRADE guidance, we recommend the following approach:

1. If the NMA presents both direct and indirect estimates of effect, rate the COE of the direct estimate following standard GRADE guidance. Further downrate for indirectness if direct and indirect estimates differ substantially (ie, if there is incoherence). This deviates from the GRADE guidance by not separately rating indirect evidence.

2. If the NMA presents only an indirect estimate of effect, use standard GRADE guidance but also downgrade for indirectness. This deviates from GRADE guidance in a way that comparisons contributing to an indirect estimate are not graded separately, but rather globally.

Another approach to rate the COE of effect estimates from NMAs is the Confidence In Network Meta-Analysis (CINeMA) web application. While CINeMA can indeed be quite useful in rating the COE of NMA, CINeMA’s usefulness for RRs remains limited. This is because the study data for an NMA, needed by CINeMA, are not always readily available in NMA publications.

**Conclusions**

RRs vary in their scopes and timelines. Therefore, any decisions regarding COE rating shortcuts should consider the context of the entire review process. In this paper, we present recommendations that may accelerate GRADE application to rate the COE. The largest potential to save time probably lies in using COE grades from well-conducted systematic reviews and NMAs, limiting which comparisons require COE grades, limiting the number of outcomes that are graded, and rating COE by a single reviewer whose decisions are reviewed by a second reviewer. If time and resources permit, however, we strongly encourage investigators conducting RRs to use the full GRADE approach. We advise against changing the definition of COE, or the domains considered as part of the GRADE approach.
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